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Good afternoon everyone.  

My presentation to you today will share with you Silver Chain’s experience in implementing part of our Cognos based reporting solution for our monthly income and expenditure reports.

Silver Chain implemented a new finance system last year and part of this implementation involved an update to its financial information reporting.

Today I'd like to share with you part of our Cognos reporting solution and how we went about developing it. 

But first, for those of you that may not be familiar with Silver Chain, allow me to start by showing you a quick video to give you a brief introduction…




About Silver Chain

Silver Chain.avi

Introduction to Silver Chain
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Silver Chain is one of Western Australia’s largest providers of community and health services.

Every year we provide invaluable assistance through a wide range of services to some 39,000 people throughout metropolitan, country and remote areas of our huge state.

We help people maintain or regain their independence, care for people at home or simply enhance their lives.

We’ve more than 2,500 staff and about 400 volunteers supporting our organisation and every single one of us is a vital link in the chain of service we provide to our clients.

Together we are Silver Chain.  And together we care.



About Silver Chain

• Not-for-profit organisation
• Began over 100 years ago
• One of the largest providers of community, 

clinical and health care services in WA
• $200m Turnover
• Over 2500 Staff and Volunteers
• Servicing 40,000 people of all ages each 

year.



About Silver Chain
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Silver Chain provides its services from 30 Service Centres across WA (5 x Metro, 26 x Country & Remote).

From Carnarvon in the north, down to Walpole and Albany in the South and out to Kalgoorlie and Eucla in the East.

Silver Chain continues to grow as an organisation and looks to provide its services to the wider Australian community. This last year has seen our operations  expand into South Australia with our merger with the Royal District Nursing Service.



About Silver Chain
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Silver Chain operates multiple programs providing a wide range of services including:

Home Care Services – such as Domestic Assistance, Personal Care, Carelink Alarms and Centre based day care
Nursing Care and various Clinics for Wounds, Continence and Diabetes

Cont’d on next slide….




About Silver Chain
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Our Home Hospital service – provides short term clinical care needs to clients in their home rather than in hospital.

Remote Area Health  – providing primary health and emergency care to remote communities of WA.

And even Education & Training – Silver Chain is a Registered Training Organisation delivering various courses, professional development and traineeships to our own staff as well as other external individuals and organisations.




About Silver Chain

• Funded by multiple contracts and income 
streams:
– Commonwealth & State Govt Grants & 

Subsidies
– Fee for Service
– Donations, Bequest & Fundraising

• 500 Reporting Levels
• 70 Report Users
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Silver Chain’s operations are funded by multiple contracts & income streams:

The majority funded from Commonwealth & State Government Grants & Subsidies

But also Fee for Service income

As well as our valuable Donations, Bequests and Fundraising

As part of managing our diverse range of services we have around 500 reporting levels that capture the various income and expenditure transactions for our diverse range of services and back office support functions.

70 Users across the organisation including local and regional operational managers as well as general managers and finance personnel in our head office.  




System Change

• Change of finance system from 
Smartstream to Microsoft Dynamics AX

• Develop new Income & Expenditure 
Reports
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Silver Chain implemented a new finance system last year. 

We previously used Smartstream as our finance system.  This had been in place for more than 15 years before we made the decision to replace it with Microsoft Dynamics AX.

Our new finance system went live back in July last year.

Implementing a new finance system also meant having to replace the old system for the reporting of our organisation’s operational results, in particular the standard Income and Expenditure Statements that are distributed out to our operational managers each month.




PDF to Online Reporting
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Silver Chain’s old Income and Expenditure Statements were static PDF reports in a standard single format.

The I&Es were generated by our Finance team and emailed out to operational managers each month.

Managers would need to refer to prior month emails if they wanted to look back at prior month results.

Any queries that operational managers had regarding the composition of amounts or reasons for movements in values had to all be directed to the Accountants.



Project Objectives

• Generate financial reports from AX
• Online Access
• User friendly
• Drill down to transactions
• Security
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The new finance system gave us the opportunity to review our standard I&E reporting, to look at improving our method of distributing these reports and see if we could enhance the value of these reports to the end user.

We therefore looked to developing an online, user friendly, self service solution.

We wanted the reporting system to give users some flexibility to select different report formats and options.

And we wanted to explore giving users the ability to drill down on components of the reports, right down to the general ledger transactions.

And across all of this we wanted to include security that enabled us to manage access to the reporting system but also gives users access to the information that is relevant to them.   



New Online I&E Reporting

Online Summary I&E.mp4
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I’d now like to show you a video demonstration of our new online I&E Reporting….



Development Methodology

Review of AX source data
– Investigation
– Document target tables and fields
– Talk to experts
– Confirm results 
– Sign off
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Now that I’ve shown you the end result I’d like to share with you how we went about developing the new reports.

Firstly, we didn’t try to do it ourselves, we asked Jay and the team at Solution Minds to help develop it for us.

But in doing so, the steps that we/they went through included the following:

Firstly, undertaking a review of the AX source data

Investigating how the financial data is held within the AX system, understanding the various tables and data fields




Development Methodology
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Documenting in detail the target tables and fields that we believed were to be used in the reports.

This is an example of the information recorded for one of the AX Ledger Balances tables.  In the first column it shows the various data fields.  The next two columns show those fields that are to be used in the reports and data cubes.  Then there is some information about the data, as in if it is numeric or text, if it is a date/time, the character length or number of characters in the data field.  And finally, the last column provides a description or other comments about each of the data fields.  

Sometimes they found that certain information may be included in more than one table, so they therefore needed to talk to other Experts to get a better understanding of the data, the relationships between tables or simply which tables to best source data from.

At the end of this process they then confirmed the results of the data investigation with us and got our sign off on the data to be used in the reports.




Development Methodology

• Develop reporting hierarchy
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Presentation Notes
Another step was the development of the reporting hierarchy.





Reporting Structure - Old
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Previously when using Smartream, the reporting hierarchy was imbedded into the finance system.

Users of Smartream would be familiar with maintaining Structures for G/L Accounts, Other data dimensions and Reporting Levels within Smartream.

That is not the case with AX.  Structures are not maintained within AX.  

We therefore had to look at different options for maintaining the reporting hierarchy.



Development Methodology

• Develop reporting hierarchy
– Excel based
– Simple format
– Easy maintenance
– Macro to export to CSV
– Keep backups for roll back
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We considered different options including a Data mart and Excel and it was an Excel based solution that we ended up going for.

Other than being a less expensive option the Excel based solution:

Gave us a simple, logical format

That is Easy to maintain

Uses macros to export the hierarchy data to CSV files for use in the cubes and online reports

And requires us to simply keep backups in case of us needing to roll back in the event of the hierarchies being corrupted.





Reporting Structure - New
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Here is an example of one of the new Excel based hierarchies relating to our Locations.

Here you can see the simple layout and logical structure how we separate our locations into Metro and Country, then down to Regions and finally Suburbs or Centres.



System Requirements

• Ease of Use
– Reporting Level Security

• Manager only sees the areas relating to them
– Optional Prompts

• No questions when the report opens
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The final piece of the development process was confirming our requirements for the online reporting solution:

One of the main requirements to ensure user acceptance was Ease of Use.  To achieve this we needed:

Reporting Level Security – so that managers only see the information that they need to see and that is relevant to them.
We wanted Optional Prompts -  to minimise, if not eliminate, the need for questions or filters when opening or running a report.



System Requirements

– Drill Through on Reporting Level, Account 
and Amount

– Conditional Drill Through
• Hyperlinks only appear where more detail is 

available
• Test for hierarchy to conditionally display drill 

through
– Open in new windows when it makes 

sense
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We wanted drill through on Reporting Level, Account and Amount to accommodate the different levels in the reporting hierarchy that reports are opened at and still allowing users to drill all the way down to the lowest level where transactions are recorded.

This meant having Conditional Drill Through – so that hyperlinks only appear where more detail is available. The system tests the hierarchy in the structures to conditionally display a drill through where one is available.

When using the drill through functionality, we wanted data to open in new windows where it made sense to do so, so that users can easily view data without loosing the initial report they have opened.




System Requirements

• Performance
– Speed of operation

• Sign Control
– Visual Presentation of Income and 

Expenditure values (+/-)
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The other main system requirements were:

Performance – We wanted the speed of operation to be acceptable to users across the organisation including those who use the system from our more remote locations.

And finally Sign Control – Probably only a cosmetic requirement but agreeing on the presentation of values in the reports compared to their natural signage in the general ledger.



Development Methodology
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This diagram provides a summary of the components that came together to produce the new I&E Reports.

From the source data in AX, the Hierarchy spreadsheets and the Active Directory Users

To the Framework and Ledger Cube Models and the Cognos 8 system

And finally the end result of the I&E Reports, the drill down reports and the lowest level transaction reports.



Key Benefits

• No longer need to generate and email 
PDF reports

• No longer need to maintain report 
recipient database.  Report access 
manage via system security
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The end result for us is a new reporting tool that:

No longer needs us to generate and email monthly PDF reports

No longer needs us to maintain a separate database of report recipients, it is all managed by way of the system security



Key Benefits

• Managers able to access more information 
than before:
– Current & Prior Months
– View data in different formats

• Summary I&E, Detail I&E
• HTML, PDF, Excel, XML & CSV

– View data at different levels in the reporting 
hierarchy  (i.e. High level roll ups as well as 
individual reporting levels)

– Drill down to transaction level
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Managers are now able to access better information than before, being able to:

Easily view current and prior month data
To view their reports in different formats, e.g. Summary I&E, Detailed I&E
To view their reports in either HTML, PDF, Excel, XML and CSV formats
They can view their results at different levels in the reporting hierarchy, from the high level roll ups down to the individual reporting levels
They have the drill down functionality that gives them access to the general ledger transactions



Key Benefits

• Managers provided with information 
relevant to their needs

• Assists managers to understand income 
and expenditure movements

• Reduced account queries
• Information remains in a standardised 

format
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Managers are therefore being given information that is more meaningful

That helps them to better understand their operating results

It’s a good starting point when trying to explain movements in values from one month to another.

It can help them gain a better understanding of income and expense items when it comes to preparing the budgets.

It enables front line validation of certain expense items.

And all that means a reduction in some of the account queries directed to the Accountants in Finance.

And lastly we still have information that is presented in a standardised format to ensure consistency across the organisation.



Questions



Thank You
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